Pontiac aztek security light

Eric answered 6 years ago. Valerie answered 6 years ago. I was told "It started with the doors
locking and unlocking by itself then the dash lights started blinking all the time and then the day
we parked it the horn would honk by itself. After we parked it we tried starting it a few times. The
first time or two it did start then it wouldn't do anything. My dad's friend quoted to fix it. Magda
answered 4 years ago. I will disconnect the positive cable to see if it stops the security light frm
turning on. I have replaced almost every sensor in this car. Along with battery, starter, and
alternator and gone back and tested again. First sighn of electerical problem was after removing
bottom steering How do I reset the security codes the radio is flashing and the dash says
securi. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Best Answer
Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new
Pontiac Aztek question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
Search Pontiac Aztek Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. This article describes how to bypass the "Passlock
Sensor" on several models of GM cars. No soldering is required. You must perform all the
steps. You try to start your GM car. Your owner's manual gives you the following advise. Then
turn the ignition to OFF before attempting to start the engine again. This normally works!
Unfortunately, a few weeks later, you will probably have to go through the entire routine again. It
will get under your skin really bad the third time, and after that, you will start kicking the dash
and swearing. The steps necessary are similar on the other models listed above. There are
generally only minor differences in how to get the radio out to get to the wires. They are Black
analog return , White power , and Yellow analog data. The Yellow wire is circuit , and this is the
wire that furnishes an analog signal to the Body Control Module to tell it that a key has been
used to turn the lock cylinder to the ON position. The three wires can be accessed by removing
the radio from the dashboard, and reaching through a hole in the radio compartment toward the
steering wheel. This article describes how to: Build a cheap, simple circuit to take the place of
the Passlock Sensor Find the three wires that connect the Passlock Sensor to the Body Control
Module and substitute our circuit for the Passlock Sensor. You won't need all of them. If your
local Radio Shack store has gone out of business, you can order the parts from Digi-Key
Electronics. Here are links to the 2. Cut two terminals off the end of the terminal strip. Set the
rest of the terminal strip aside. Takle one of the ohm resistors and bend the leads as I'm doing
here. Then cut off the excess lead wire. The color code for the resistor is three red bands. When
you've finished the above steps, you will have the two parts shown on the right side of the
above photo. Insert the resistor leads into one side of the terminal block and tighten the
terminal screws down on both the leads. Now you have created the module in the right side of
the above photo. You will use this module to bypass your security system without having to
solder anything. Important: Disconnect one of the terminals from the battery before doing any
of the following. Remove the bezel around your radio. You can pry it loose with a large
screwdriver, or a sturdy dinner knife. Once you get it loose, disconnect the cables that go to the
two lights at the top of the bezel, and the cigarette lighter socket. Then you can set the bezel
aside. Pull the radio out of it's cavity. Disconnect the wiring connector and the antenna wire,
and set the radio aside. Cut the yellow wire, and the black wire, leaving as much wire as
possible on the ends that do not go to the ignition switch. Insulate the ends of the two wires
that go to the ignition switch, and push them back out of the way. You are finished with them.
Push the stripped end of the black wire into one of the empty holes of the terminal block of your
Dummy Passlock Sensor. Push the stripped end of the yellow wire into the other terminal of
your Dummy Passlock Sensor see photo and tighten the screw to secure it in place. Your
re-wiring is now done. Connect the battery cable back to the battery. You are ready to perform
the relearn procedure. Insert the Key into the ignition switch and try to start the car. In rare
cases, the car may keep running and the security light will not illuminate, but that only happens
if you are very lucky. If the Security light flashes, leave the ignition in the ON position and wait
up to 15 minutes. When it does, Turn the ignition OFF for five 5 seconds, and then try to re-start
the car. If not, don't give up. You may have to try the longer re-learn procedure described below.
If successful, re-install your radio and bezel, gather up your tools, pat yourself on the back, stuff
an envelope full of as much cash as you think my advise was worth, and send it to: Security Fix
Outer Drive Fenton, MI If the above 10 minute re-learn procedure did not turn off your
"SECURITY" light and enable you to start your vehicle, There are three other components which
may be causing your problems. Here it is in it's entirity. Attempt to start the engine, then release
the key to ON vehicle will not start. Turn OFF the ignition, and wait 5 seconds. You must turn
the ignition OFF before attempting to start the vehicle. Start the engine. With a scan tool, clear

any DTCs if needed. History DTCs will self clear after ignition cycles. The BCM is located under
the glove box behind a kick panel that can be easily removed for access. Two fasteners hold it
in place. The other is a "Push Fastener" located just below the right lower corner of the glove
box door. To remove this fastner, first pull out on the center plug of the fastener, and then pry
the fastener out of the hole. Take out the kick panel and you will find something that looks like
this: the center connector will be plugged in. It may help to print out a copy of this website and
bring it along so the GM mechanic can familiarize himself with the Passlock II system. Most of
them haven't the foggiest idea how the system works. If you find one who does, E-mail me with
the dealer's name, and the name of the mechanic. We should give him credit for knowing more
than any other GM mechanic on earth. The passlock circuits for the Grand Am. The modification
to the passlock circuit for the Grand Am. The resistor takes the place of the circuitry in the
passlock module. Bergerweb Home Page. The book, "Tennis For Seniors". GM Passlock
Security Fix. Bypassing the Passlock Sensor - Step by Step. On the left side of the radio cavity,
there will be an opening, through which you will be able to see the Ignition Switch. Three thin
wires, possibly taped together with fabric tape, will be visible coming from the top of the
ignition switch. They will be near the end of the switch where the key is inserted. If they are
wrapped with black fabric tape, unwrap them and separate the three wires so you can determine
which is yellow, black, and white. In that case, do not continue with this project. It will not work!
Steam around radiator cap. Upper hose hard always. Not running hot. It's NOT fun to drive with
nearly no heat, so the time has come for me to break down and replace the thermostat in my
Pontiac Aztek. Does anyone have an idea how to accomplish this feat? Considering the cooling
system is not scheduled for maintenance until K miles I'm getting close How do I replace the
radiator on a Pontiac Aztek? I need step by step and diagrams if possible. Do I need to change
the thermostat or could the radiator just need flushing? Thermostat has been changed not long
ago. I would like to know how to change water pump on a pontiac aztek. Remember Me? Find
questions to answer Find today's questions Find unanswered questions. Search Topics. Login
Not a member? Join our community. Apr 25, , PM. I changed the ignition lock cylinder, had 2
new PK3 keys made. I programmed the Pk3 keys and they both worked for a few days maybe a
week or so. Now the security light comes on when trying to start the car. What else could cause
this and how should I go about correcting it? Apr 26, , PM. Have you tried a complete reset of
the system? Jan 29, , PM. I've done the complete reset thing. I took it to the local community
college to let their automotive department look at it. The only thing they can find wrong with it is
that it doesn't recognize the key. I've tried the old lock cylinder and key and new lock cylinder
and key with the 30 minute relearn procedure and it won't recognize any key. I'm getting ready
to replace the module that goes around the lock cylinder. I'm thinking at this point it may be at
fault and can't see any key that is put in there. CaptainRich Posts: 4,, Reputation: Jan 30, , PM. If
you're using original equipment replacements from the dealer, you should have a warranty, but
if you're using after-market replacement parts, you will still need to contact the vendor for any
attempt at warranty replacement. Not your question? Ask your question View similar questions.
Replacing thermostat in '01 Pontiac Aztek [ 6 Answers ] It's NOT fun to drive with nearly no heat,
so the time has come for me to break down and replace the thermostat in my Pontiac Aztek.
How do I replace radiator on Pontiac Aztek? Change water pump on pontiac aztek [ 1 Answers ]
I would like to know how to change water pump on a pontiac aztek. Answer Find questions to
answer. Find today's questions. Find unanswered questions. Search Search Topics. Advanced
Search. Not a member? Send a private message to techtimdavis. Find latest posts by
techtimdavis. Send a private message to cdad. Find latest posts by cdad. Send a private
message to CaptainRich. Find latest posts by CaptainRich. Forums New posts. What's new New
posts Latest activity. Log in Register. What's new. New posts. Log in. Install the app. Contact
us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in
your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this
or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter
TollKeeper Start date Nov 29, TollKeeper New member. So my wife loves her Aztek. But not for
me. But I have to work on it. LOL Anyways. First time poster, and after using the search feature,
I am not finding anything that specificly applies to what I have going on. I have also replaced the
rear diff fluid with GM Versatrak fluid. I have also replaced the rear diff actuator. I also replaced
the tires to a new matched set old set was also matched. None of these fixes have done
anything in keeping this light off. I also know its not a overheating issue as I had it turn on as I
was pulling out of my driveway onto the snowpacked road. Engine was cold, and so was diff IE
was 10F out. I have no ABS light on. I have no rear end noises. ABS system works perfectly.
And I am also out of ideas on what to try next Any ideas here? EaOutlaw Active member. Have
you checked the factory technical service bulletins for any information regarding this problem.
It sounds like your vehicle has been well maintained, and most of the obvious stuff has been

checked. Like battery connections, ground connections,fuses, previous repair to the system
your having a problem with. The cold weather your speaking of must be real cold weather not
like what I experience in Florida, This may lead me to suspect a part with a printed circuit board
that may have bad solder connections. Or take that item apart inspecting it closely with very
large lighted magnifying glass. If you scroll down on the link I provided you will see some
module this guy has taken apart I am not even sure what it is he is working on or how he repairs
the bad connections. I provided this link because he took some good shots of the bad
connections I am speaking of. What your looking for on the back of the PCB printed circuit
board where the electronics, resistors capacitors etc penetrate the board when installed each
connector is soldered using a solder bath technology and the excess leads are trimmed off,
your are left with a mini hershy kiss shaped ball of solder surrounding the wire, poking through
the board connecting the board to the part with this ball of solder. After time of heating and
cooling of the circuit adding vibrations to the mix, the less than desirable not hand soldered
connection will fail. Most people will wait until the problem gets worse or become permanent, if
this happens the bad connection with the added resistance to the circuit will heat up the board
where the bad connections are resulting in burnt parts, sometimes a cheap resistor or capacitor
that can be easily found and replaced. The key here is, fix this problem before it becomes
permanent and expensive. The hard part is which part do you check for these bad connections?
This is where things have to remain simple and do not over complicate the problem or make
new problems while diagnosing the problem. Do not misread what I am saying I am not jumping
to the conclusion that your problem is a bad solder connection but the symptoms make me
think of the hundreds of parts I did repair both from the automotive field and electronic repair
field. If I haven't lost you by now and we are on the same page, great. Some how some way we
have to determine which tooth to pull. So like I said earlier start with checking the computer
with a good scan tool for anything obvious, this will require more than just a code reader. If this
is not in your budget or technical abilities, it will be much harder for you but not impossible. If
the TSBs have nothing even close to your reported problem, I would disconnect the battery
remove each and every fuse from the fuse box one by one clean the bladed of the fuse and
reinsert it. It doesn't matter if the fuse is labeled rear tail lights clean it anyways. Next with the
battery still disconnected check the switch if there is one to turn the AWD system off. Normally I
would suggest a wiggle test to see if you can duplicate the problem by wiggling on wires and
tapping on computers and modules etc. Yet I am not sure how you would do this while driving.
Let me make myself perfectly clear before you attempt any of what I have said, I have never ever
opened up a hood of your, year make model car that I can remember , at least for nothing more
than basic service, because I stopped working on cars when your car was still fairly new and
wouldn't have had these problems yet. I will help more but I want you to read all of this, and if
your willing to go further I will as well. Continued on second post this is too long for one post
LOL. Yet none of what I have mentioned so far does not replace going by the diagnostic flow
chart Found in a factory service manual. Simply call up any busy GM dealership and ask them if
they have the part on hand, ask them if they have ever sold one, also ask them how many they
have sold in the last 5 years. Your barking up the wrong tree most likely. If your still not having
luck getting close to a solution, referee to the factory service manual,read all you can about the
systems in your vehicle that are computer controlled and work the AWD system, traction
control, etc. Go to a junk yard and find some if not all of those pieces if they are affordable. With
good soldering iron and a fine tip, practice soldering all the bad connections, to do this right it
is time consuming and will require boat loads of patience. Some tech will tell you to un-solder
the joint removing any and all traces of the old solder. If the board has many bad connections,
all close together you will have to move around the board randomly picking joints that are far
away from each other while allowing the board and parts to cool. Just like welding on a thin car
fender to much heat in one spot will fry parts and lift the circuit paths off the board. You will
have to look very close at the connections sometimes a hair line crack is so small it looks like a
shadow. But only you will know this by viewing the bad connections for yourself. Just leave
them alone put them back together and keep them for spare parts. The only kind of soldering
you should attempt is on a single layer PCB. Myself and a few others here can look it over and
see if that part will be safe to use. I have always been comfortable working on cars it took years
of my brother egging me on to stop diagnosing and hanging parts and repair the parts as well.
Today's cars these circuits have been made much smaller possibly too small for the average
Joe to repair. Please read all of this absorb it and decide if this is the type of repair you want to
get involved in. Well I apreciate your input, I hate working on electronics. Mechanicals I can
handle, cause usually it is pretty evident by my nearly blind eyes, what the problem is. And yes,
I did read it all. Love reading about the tech bits, and I am a computer tech. But working on the
intricutes of the board itself Honey, what was the number to that repair shop? On a second

thought, I had the BCM replaced just 3 years ago under warrenty, and reprogrammed. Was for a
diferent issue. But thought I would mention it just in case it helps anyone with their process of
helping me on this. For mine, it is the wheel speed sensor on driver side front. About every 4 or
5 months I have to disconnect the sensor, clean it real good, reattach and it is good to go for
another 4 or 5 months. Easy, cheap fix. The other was a Pontiac Aztek. The vehicle works fine,
but the AWD Disable light is on, and of course there is no power flow to the rear wheels. There
are no codes even using the Tech2 and looking at the data nothing looks out of order except the
AWD parameter is set to disable. The light on the dash is lite saying AWD Disable. If you have
this problem drain the rear diff and pull the Clutch pump check valve out of the diff. It is pretty
easy to tell it is broken just by looking at it. Not a big deal to replace and seems to be a common
problem. I hope some of this helps. Yeah, already replaced that part. Was the easiest thing to
do, and i needed to do a rear dif service anyways. Was the original screen blocked with debris?
It may not hurt to pluck it out and inspect the screen. Also did you buy this part from a GM
dealer that made sure to check the TSBs for a updated part number. These are magnetic and
metal shavings and other ferrous debris has a way of finding and sticking to it. Well that is all I
can think of that may help. It seems this is one of the many factory deficiency these cars have.
A factory service manual or online subscription may prove very valuable to you Mitchell 1 diy is
like 15 bucks alldata is 30 bucks for the year. After the cash you have tossed at this problem so
far either of the two online data sources is chump change and where you probably should have
started with. Just my opinion. I wish I had the answer, the quick and easy plus cheap fix yet I do
not and I am sure the rest of the lost souls here do not either. So if in your travels you get lucky
and fix this problem. I do really apreciate the input, it can be quite fustrating dealing with
problems like these. And sometimes the dealer is as useless as someone that has no
mechanical knoledge. Every dealer I took that car to said the car didnt exist, and they would
physically have to go out and look under the car before they would beleive me. Finding parts for
this car was always a challenge. But I digress I "washed" out the rear diff as best I could. Its not
like a normal differential housing where you can remove the back cover, and go to town on it. Its
a sealed unit, and the only way to get at the internal area is to take it completely apart, and that
means removing the diff physically from the car and its corresponding carrier plate, and take it
comepletely apart. What I did was to drain the fluid, put new fluid in, drive it for a bit, and drain
the fluid again, and put new in again, while replacing the sensor. The old screen was not
clogged, I still have it sitting on my shelf. I cant find any technical bits about it, so I cant OHM it
out to see if the old sensor is good or bad, and hence I cant do it on the new sensor either. I
bought the sensor from a GM dealer, and their has not been a revision that I know of, or that the
dealer knows of, since being built. I am going to swing by a dealer and see if their is a update to
the TCM or ECM, or any related items, that may need updating. The only other thing I can think
of being the problem is the rear diff clutch packs. This car spent the majority of its life in
Georgia with its previous owner, and my wife has had it the last 55k miles, while living in
Missouri. Not parts of the country where AWD systems get a work out, or even worked at all.
Now we are in Colorado The rear diff clutch packs are rather pricey, and I have been told
previously that you have to replace the whole rear end peice, to the tune of dollars in parts. And
thats just a rebuilt unit, not new. Wow, had completely forgot I was a member of this site, am
thinking about buying a Grand Am, and here I am! So update on the Aztek. I pulled the drain
plug on the diff, and the fluid was as clean as something that comes out of the bottle. So I
pulled the diff, and earlier this year, put it in. So far no AWD Disable lights, nothing. I pulled the
old diff apart, and it appears is if the clutch pack had exploded. When I talked to the old owner
of the Aztek, she said the dealer also could never figure it out, and by the she started to worry
about it, warranty was gone. So maybe the clutch pack was bad from the manufacture? Almost
4 years, might be a record. When you drained the old fluid out, you didnt see lots of metal? Post
reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Pontiac Aztek , when the weather gets
warmer the car will randomly not start. The ABS light, Brake light, security light, radio will shut
off. I have spent over 1, The Pontiac Aztek is still not fixed. GM in there infinite wisdom routed
the wire harness for the dashboard against the mount for the anti-lock brake cylinder. Over time
the mount sawed through the cable till it hit a power wire which shorted out the car. No radio,
car would not start, all while it is pouring ass rain and cold. Of course I am in traffic on an entry
ramp to I But I was not alone folks. I had three police cars for company. One officer was kind
enough to inform me that I could not stay there as I was blocking the ramp and traffic was
heavy. The police called a wrecker and towed me to a dealer. Since it was five o'clock in the
morning the dealer was not open. The tow driver dropped me at the entrance gate and left after I
paid for the tow. So we push my car into the lot after he unlocks gate. Then he says please stay

in your car because the dogs will attack you and I don't know if I can stop them. Great, thanks.
So I wait. When they opened they pushed my car in because it wouldn't start. If finger bones
could rap around neck bones so help me After missing another day of work and sitting at the
dealer in wet clothes for about 6 hours I got my car back. Too many problems. From the security
system, abs,no odometer, radio , hatch, service light. I just don't kno0w if i want to keep trying
to figure it out. I love this vehicle but can't afford to keep fixing it. Who's to say that when it is
repaired that it won't happen later. Why can't Pontiac just recall it and fix it. My car was dead
one night when I came out from work Took to the shop and had the battery replaced. A week
later, I came out of work again and it wouldn't start. I had to have it towed because the battery
was fine it just wasn't turning over , but nothing would happen. It was taken to a shop in town
where the technicians were stumped. They finally after hours of research determined that the
anti-theft system had malfunctioned and was telling the system that the vehicle had been stolen
so it was shutting down. In order to take care of the problem, it would have to go to the dealer
because they are the only ones who could recode everything. So, they got it started for me they
could disconnect battery, restart and it would run There, they replaced the theft deterrent
system and thought they would be done It could see and read the key now with the new system,
but he engine wasn't firing. All this within a month of replacing all four tires and the muffler It's
been an expensive month! I was driving and my fuel gauge dropped to empty. This occurred
after the dealership fixed the fuel tank leak. The car acted at first like a bad battery. After
replacing the battery the gages still went crazy - on and off; acted very weird. Mechanic
replaced switch assembly; still not fixed. Finally took to GM garage, they said it was the body
control module. They had to put in a new one as once programmed it can not be reprogrammed.
It has worked fine since. So far dealer has replaced Ignition switch, Multifunction switch and
today main module and when I stopped in driveway this time instead of driving on highway same problem. Daylight driving lights, luckily today it was during daylight at night it's the
headlights , all dash lights and guages, and radio all went off. Before everything comes on the
Instrument cluster ID lights flash on as if ignition is shut off and turned back on but engine
remains running. Dealer replaced Ignition switch for this on same problem previously. Drove car
for about a week with no problem them started doing the same thing as before. Dealer replaced
Multifunction switch turn signal, bright n dim switch but problem still persists at random After
hitting brakes everything came back on. Engine remained on and didn't shut off or die I'm not
even going to mention the oil leak and the coolant leak. We have to disconnect the battery to get
the lights and bell to go off. Then when we reconnect the battery it works again just fine unless
the battery is dead. This is happening with increasing frequency. Because the battery died the
first few times this happened, we of course got a new battery. But we have had to have it towed
twice to different dealers, and both times the tow truck driver jump-started the battery because
the gearshift was locked, and the problem went away. The dealers can't duplicate the problem -they claim. But it's still doing the same thing and it's getting worse. It's a cluster, all right, but
not the replaceable kind. I loved my Aztek, but I am soooooo sick of this crap. My mechanic
doesn't know what to do to fix it. Diagnostics don't shed any light as it is electrical. Had
alternator, battery, ignition switch all checked or replaced, but still not fixed. I love the basic car
and planned on keeping it for a long time, but once the electrical system starts to go out, I'll
probably have to dump it. In the first year already had to replace the air conditioner. I can handle
mechanical items, but electrical problems are different. Of course, the warranty ran out and they
wanted a fortune for just a one year extended warranty which of course would have expired
anyway. I had been warned about Pontiac, but did not listen. It was love at first sight, but if this
continues, I'll be getting a divorce! Every problem I've had somehow seem to relate to the
electrical system. Problem is dealer can't duplicate the problem with the locks and lights. Funny
thing is the night I got it back from the dealer, it happened again. Maybe because it's light out at
when they all go home, they'll never see it! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your
Pontiac dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 6 reports dealer can't duplicate my problems
3 reports replaced main module 3 reports rebuild cable 1 reports. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this Aztek problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Pontiac
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one
of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. September Are you
using an independent shop or a GM dealership? Have you tried a replacement headlight switch?
I've seen you on here before. Have you had the electrical connector C checked? It is under the
car on the driver side just behind the drivers seat. Since it's exposed to the weather the

connections get corroded and can cause all kinds of problems. If your car is all wheel drive it
has 3 connectors and if front wheel drive it will have two connectors. They are supposed to be
weather proof but small amounts of water can seep in and the wires and connectors turn to crap
and make the car run terrible if it runs at all. If you can't check it, have it checked and I bet you
find the problem. Let me know if you need any more information about this problem. September
edited September I feel I need to re-stress how important connector C is to these cars see
message If water gets inside this connector, it works it's way up the wire and inside the car
under the carpet behind the drivers seat and degrades the wire to the point where the car will
start and stop or not start at all. In addition, you may have AWD issues as well because this is
basically a junction for the electrics under the car almost to the rear bumper and is suppose to
be water proof but I have seen many cases where this has happened. So if you are experiencing
problems like Lumbeelady, this is one of the first things to check or have checked. Thank you
so much for the feedback. I will have my mechanic take a look. October I had same problem till I
changed them both. November edited November On a very hot 95 day, I took the vehicle for a
wheel balance. Afer balancing, the tech pulled out of the garage and parked the Aztec while I
paid by bill. I got into the Aztec turned the ignition to start, it fired up but immediately died. Any
further cranking did not do so much as a sputter. I went inside and said what did you do to this
thing, it won't start. Their mechanic checked and said it was getting spark but no fuel and said
the fuel pump was the problem. About 10 min. When we get back the mechanic said they
pushed in into the bay and he decided to try and start it one more time before he started
tearning down the fuel tank and it started several times in a row. We took it for a test ride and it
was problem-free. That was 2 months ago and I have not had a problem since. But I can't trust
that it won't happen again. Do I pop for a new fuel pump? Thank you. November What does ISC
Pkg mean? I would wait. There has been a problem that I have never seen a good answer for in
that if it is running for a bit, then shut off for JUST a few minutes and you try to 'hot' start it it
won't fire up. The only solution that works for me is to hold it in the start position the second
time untils it does fire also the more TIMES you try the worse it seems to get. Hello, It started
up, I put it in reverse, then it died. No amount of cranking would make it fire, there was no fuel
getting to the engine. Why it started about min later and keeps running fine is a mystery. No
check engine light came on. With an electric fuel pump I would usually expect it to fail
completely not fail and then be ok. With this vehicle it could very well be an issue with the c
connector. This can be an intermitent thing. Thank you for the info. I'll have the C connector
checked out and will let you know. It sounds about right to me. Engine runs great, like it is
brand new, but the issues below are forcing me to look for something else as I am worried that
there is more going on than just the BCM. I really love this car, it has been pretty good to me for
the last 10 years Do these issues sound like a bad BCM? Symptoms in order they happened: 1.
Replaced head light and after that car started beeping like the door was open and would not
stop. Had to unplug the battery and let sit for minutes then it would stop 2. Beeping continued
for a while intermittently. Would turn car off and the beeping would start and not stop until I
unhooked batter. Every so often the security warning would come up and the radio would not
work, would also have to unhook battery to resolve. Windows started acting up. They decided
when they would allow me to roll them down or up. Sometimes they would work perfect, others
some would go up and others would stay down or vice versa 6. Driver window stopped
responding all together. After replacing the battery one time the windows all worked perfect
until I turned the car off and back on, then the same issues occurred. Key get stuck in ignition. I
have to stick a pen under the steering column in a little whole. This allows me to turn the key
the rest the way and remove. This happens every time you turn the car off. When on the express
way it will pull in some outside air and blow ever so lightly and you can feel the that it is hot
when on heat and cold when on ac. Kinda of sounds like it may be BCM related but may not
need replacement. Do you have a sunroof that may be leaking and letting water track where it
doesn't belong? When you pulled BCM fuse, was it 28 in underhood fuse box and did you leave
it out for a bit 30 sec or so? A bad cable connection could cause troubles also I might check to
ensure the plastic ring on cable where it connects to battery is pinched between cable and
battery, and while your under the hood check to ensure the fat cable that goes from battery to
underhood fuse box has a good connection not loose or corroded. No Sunroof, but i have been
reading on these boards about water getting under the carpet even for those that do not have
the sunroof. I may check that and the other cables you suggested this weekend I would even be
happy if it is the BCM, i'm just scared to replace it and it not resolve anything. Thank you for the
reply, I will look at the connections and cables and hopefully if that is it my untrained eye can
spot it. All the wires under at the shifter are ok, fuses are ok, and we tried wiggling the wheel
and rocking the car. The key realease button does not release the key. We took the column
apart and cannot find any other reason except that either the tumblers are jammed or the

elctromagnetic key release is broken. Today is Sunday and have to wait until tomorrow to speak
to a dealer about this and parts. Does anyone have any other suggestions? I read so many
posts about key locked in ignition I actually wrote it on my post. Mike, This is my 1st time on
here and what prompted me to look is my heater stopped working in my Aztek this morning.
When I read your post I couldnt beleive that you are having or have had alot of the same
probems I am with my Aztek. I have to stick a pen under the steering column in a little whole be
careful not to break the little thing in the whole, this happened to me and had to take the whole
bottom part of the steering column off to get to the lever I have to push forward to get my key
out now. I love my Aztek but think I might have to look for another vehicle too. I just had to
replace the water pump. Just thought I would share that I am having the same problems. For the
fan issue, its sounds like the typical symptoms of the blower motor resister assembly, 1 goes
out first, then 2 and so on until only 5 works. Sounds like its time for new ignition switch.
However now it only works when the dial is turned to 4. So I'm thinking next it may just stop
working. Any one know the sulution or cause for this. Thanks so much in advance! I see that
some people have had the same issue as I have and I'm just wondering if anyone found a
solution. I can be driving or even in park and my headlights, dash and radio will turn off for a
few seconds then back on. Any suggestions? Hhmm May be one of two things I can think of. On
quite a few vehicles when fans speeds 1, then 2, then 3 etc go out, its the blower motor resister
assembly. If 4 and 5 were working and now only 4 works it may be the HVAC cluster that is
going bad. December It is your body control module I took mine to the dealer and they told me I
have to take it when it start's up cause it was working fine when I took it over there, well I don't
know when this will happen again, so for now I drive it like that and sometimes my lights will go
out while driving so i put it on manual. If the problem is with the body control module, then
disconnecting the battery will not fix the issue. Part number for the BCM is Hope this helps. The
car seemed to still be running fine, so I decided to keep driving it. Later that day, I discovered
that my DIC was no longer functioning it is completely black. Shortly afterwards, I discovered
that the key fob no longer works either. The most frustrating part is that either because of this
or because I am doing something wrong, I cannot get into my car without setting off the alarm.
Manually unlocking the driver side door does not disable the alarm. Any thoughts as to what
might be wrong and how I might go about fixing it? January I have an 02 aztek awd. I bought it
with 22, miles on it. It now has and has had most everything go wrong with it. Pros: I like the
dinosaur look and it is pretty good in snow. Cons: computer went, keeps eating batteries, all
dash lights awd, abs, brake, seatbelt, airbags keep coming on and off along with bell chimes.
Now, car won't start. New battery, starter OK, but car only clicks. I would look for a used Kia,
Hyundai, Subaru instead of an Aztek. I fell like my Pontiac Aztec is possesed. Every day
something new happens. Something is draining the battery, door locks don't work. Window on
passenger side wont work. Broken latch on back hatch. Radio said error and then was ok again.
Seats go so slow up your never sure they will go or not. Someone cut the wires for the autostart
thinking that was draining the battery. I am going crazy. We live in a remote area and not too
many mechanics around. I could use some feedback. I have a question. I own a Aztek and know
where the one filter is in the glove box, but where is the other one? I just get lousy heat. But
heat is weak. It seams the damper is not closing Any suggestings. You didn't mention what year
your Aztek is but from what I see, my guess is the BCM or body control module is bad. These
are the kinds of things that happen when the module goes bad. The part number for a
replacement is Keep us posted and let us know how it goes. Might want to check the relays.
That worked on my I am NOT a mechanic, but I would say to check the big filter under the hood.
Seems to be a relay problem. Now I can't get the! The starter turns but car only clicks when you
turn key. Any suggestions, besides pushing it to the railroad crossing? If you decide to do the
BCM yourself, you can download my instructions here Some of the 01's actually had two filters
in the cabin You had to reach a bit for second one. All fan speeds seem ok? Any difference
between heat directed to floor or directly towards you? The typical problem on many vehicles
when the fan only works on 5 is the blower motor resister assembly. Usually fan speed one
stops working, then 2, then 3 ETC. Potentially there could be a problem with the HVAC cluster
also. My engine light is on My gas line is patched after springing a leak. My front end makes
noise even after new tires, breaks, and rotors. I can not see my mileage on my dashboard I have
checked fuses I don't know if I need a oil change cause the light doesn't work and I don't know
mileage But I do love my Aztek Lets start with the mileage issue first. If you're not having other
strange electrical problems you may need an guage cluster. You can get one on ebay but keep
in mind there are two different clusters so order the right one for your car. The gas guage
problem may be caused by water getting in connector c which is under the car just to the rear of
the drivers seat. Water gets in the connector and follows the wires to the inside of the car
causing a major corrision problem. Google Pontiac Aztek C and see wgat comes back. This has

been a major problem on these cars but can be fixed. If you had your brake work done at a
shop, take itt back and have them check it. Stay in touch and let us know how its going. I will
google that.. If you have an Aztek, or any vehicle, with over K miles on it you might want to
replace the ignition cylinder lock to prevent problems and more expensive repair. The thin pins
in the ignition cylinder lock do wear out after thousands time keying in and out and ready to fail
at the worst moment! The ignition lock of my K mile Aztek suddenly can't be turned with a key
in the ignition cylinder lock, the steering wheel locked up and the vehicle was in park. Turning
the key while yanking the steering wheel did not solve the problem so I towed it to a service
garage. Because the vehicle was in park so the wheels were locked up, the tow truck had a hard
time to load and unload the vehicle with its wheels immobile! Removing the defective ignition
cylinder lock with the steering wheel locked was also a challenge for the experienced mechanic.
The lesson was the flimsy pins in the ignition cylinder lock do wear out after the keys moved in
and out thousands times, and it fails just a matter of time. Replacing the ignition cylinder lock
when you can drive your vehicle to your favorite garage with the steering wheel can be turned
and the vehicle not in park position is easier and cheaper than towing, breaking something in
the lock to replace the cylinder lock. When my Aztek did not display the mileage on the IP
cluster, I replaced the cluster and it works fine. It is easy to replace the cluster, but make sure to
purchase the right one. It was cheap because the odometer is metric which I was not aware of
that until driving the vehicle. February edited February I took my Pontiac Aztek in for an oil
change today. When one of the workers went to start my car, the key wouldn't turn. The car
wouldn't start and
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the security light in the corner came on. The worker said that it had to do with my key. So, I
went and had a new key made. My car turns on and runs fine but now my lights wont turn off.
My locks and windows do not work. My gas gauge also doesn't display how much gas I have; It
always reads full and my odometer reads error. I was wondering if anyone knew how much it
would cost me to get these problems fixed or to explain to me what is wrong. I called a
dealership but the mechanic said he cant help me. I love my Aztek and I really hope these
problems are fixable. February My guess is the body control module is bad. The part number is
and is about If you can install it all you have to do is take it to the dealer and have it
programmed to match your car about You could try removing fuse 28 from the underhood fuse
box for about 30 secs before re-installing it, may or may not help. I'd ask also if there is
possibility of water instrusion like a leaky sunroof. Sign In or Register to comment.

